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Bell-Ringer Sheet H (Week of Oct 1, 2018)
English with Mr. Thompson

Tues., Oct. 2, 2018 - Daily Oral Language (D.O.L.)
Directions: Please make corrections to the following sentences by rewriting the sentences or by editing them using proofreading symbols.

1. Doesn’t cape cod national seashore consest of parts of Orleans Wellfleet Truro and Provincetown (9 corrections)

2. Yes next may or june I and my parents wants to visit that there place. (6 corrections)

Wed., Oct. 3, 2018 - Sentence Stalking
Directions: Identify the subject and verb and other parts of speech of the mentor sentence. Then create your own sentence in the same style.

Mentor Sentence: “He didn’t say anything, but one blue eye on the back of his neck winked at me.”
p. 158 - The Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan
My Sentence:

Thurs., Oct. 4, 2018 - PAT Practice
Directions: Please make corrections to the following sentences by rewriting the sentences or by editing them using proofreading symbols.

1. Dad said, “Kids I’ve made a desision we’ll get up at 600 A.M. and drive to Truro Massachusetts.” (6 corrections)

2. “Cape Cod, he said, “is one of a goodest places in the world during may.” (3 corrections)

SHEET H
Fri., Oct. 5, 2018 - Paragraph Editing
Directions: Edit the paragraph below using proofreader’s marks.

directions can some times be confusing and hard to follow but the directions for preventing scurvy is easy. Eat
oranges lemons and other citrus fruits. What is Scurvy. how does eating citrus fruit prevent scurvy Scurvy is a
disease. That people get if they dont get enough vitamin C. They become very weak, there gums become spongy
and inflamed and they’re teeth become loose and may even fall out (17 corrections)

